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SJSU, city
announce
library plan
slate university bond issues
being passed by voters.
Lees hope that history prePlans for a state-of-the-an
vails," Schmidt said of the pass$40 million library were
ing of the proposed bond issue.
unveiled by Mayor Susan
Schmidt said that discussions
Hammer and San Jose State
between Hammer and SJSU
University President Robert
have been going on for a few
Caret at a news conference on
years, before Caret started his
Monday.
tenure at SJSU.
hammer said preliminary
The partnership would
estimates for the project’s cost
expand the amount of reference
call for a minimum of $30 milmaterials available to SJSU sum lion from SJSU and $10 million
dents and San Jose citizens.
from the city and the San Jose
The new library would be a
Redevelopment Agency.
multi-use facility with areas set
SJSU will attempt to get the
aside fin young
necessary funds
children as well as
through
a
graduate students,
statewide educa"But the real the San Jose State
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Affairs
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many, of
by November 01
space for books
1998.
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The
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as well as San Jose
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residents would
many of W110111
have access to the
Robert Caret,
are sIlident% 01
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University A10111[11 01 San IllSC
Hammer said
President State," Caret said
the library would
via a teleconferprobably be lout ence hook- up in
eel on the northBoise,
Idaho,
west quadrant of campus, along
where he is on business.
East San Fernando Street
The Clark Library is considbetween South Fourth and
ered too small for the student
South Seventh streets, and
population of SJSU.
would include a new parking
"Our university students also
structure. The cost of the parkwill have additional library Seal%
ing structure was not figured
and study spaces that are Si)
into the $40 million estimated
urgently needed. Each morning
to be needed tot the library.
when I see our students standlames Schmidt. 010W, 5115
ing in line to (mei Clark
librarian at I 1.iik I 11,1-.1IN %Aid
See Library, page 6
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San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer addressed the city Monday night, outlining a plan to create a state-of-the-art library, to be built in partnership with SJSU.

Addressing S.J.’s future
Cooperative
legislation
in sight
for city,
campus

By Kimberly Lambe
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Partnerships and a positive future
for the city of San Jose were the focus of
Mayor Susan Hammer’s State of the
City address Monday.
In her seventh annual speech, the
mayor emphasired that TIM 0111 1’ should
government be "less bureaucratic and
more entrepreneurial." but 111.1i Wiperay and 0111
ative etliats hetwurn lIW
side agencies were e ss, iii iii na positive
future tot San los, Roomer went on
1/.11-01C1S11 111,
to say that 110,1.11 Ions
allowed for. "... e real se government

(which) works in concert with others to
solve problems."
Dwayne Hearn, an intern for
Councilman David Pandori and for
SJSU President Robert Caret, said he
was impressed with the mayor’s innovative program suggestions.
"Mayor Hammer has proposed
some excellent joint projects between
government and industry.
She has
done a lot for this ity and her creative
ideas have served us well." I learn said.
The most ambitious of the mayor’s
partneidups is between the city of San
Jose and the university to create A fleW
library that would be located on the

northwest portion of the campus. The
new facility would cenobitic do money
of the city’s Redevelopment Agency
and the San Jose State University
es
library’s c uncut edticational
and would be MAO...1111C 10 both SISU
modems, AS Well as Sall lose reSitleillS.
Willie the SI51 71 It V If s.iti !MC
1111rary was 111c’ 11.10,1 lop, Ili I 011Ver.
sat ion among Illokt of 110Se al the Slate
:niche,. other partnerships
of the (
were seen as promising by many attendees.
’Mayor I !Ammer tom lied 011 Many

See Address, page 6

ROTC phase-out may halt
By Catherine Spencer
Spartan Dash Staff Writer

-1 he Reserve Oltii et -I taming ( ow. programs may be reinstated by SJSU to avoid
violating a federal law that can withhold $5fi
million in federal funding from the university
SISIlls Academic Senate will decide in
March whether it will revamp these pmgrams to comply with the Soloman
Amendment, which states that the government can withhold all federal funds 101171
educational institution that denies the TS
Army or U.S. Air Peirce RI litprograms.
The university may be in vii laMin of this
law because it decided to begin A Iiiiir-year
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phase -out of the 12( [IC and AFROTC programs on Sept. 12, 1994. Moreover, the
Department of I felense’s ’Don’t Ask, Don’t
1 ell" policy violated the CM l’s nondisc riminat ion policies. I lie "Don’t Ask, Don’t ’lenpolicy requires homosexuals in the military
nIt to disclose their sexual preference. and
for military officials not to ask.
’Hie military’s policy of discrimination on
the basis of sexual iii. otisMI was found to
be deplorable and ME ollstStC11 1 with the academic- principles of equal opportunity and
respect for 11 Ulna 11 if go iv, the Academic
Senate said
Wiggsv Sivert sent, director of counceling
ervit IS Nail, 10 tti.lklIT f, dial hinds tondi-

Tomorrow
San Jose Laser
Sheri Sam leads
her team against
the Seattle Reign
tomorrow night

initial, they are essentially holding 1151 students hostage until RI /I programs arc let
hark on our campus.
"I strongly feel that the Depaitment of
Defense has set a dangerous precedent by
mandating their policies," Sivertsen said. "I
consider it to be no more than extortion and
blackmail."
Nearly hailed the students at SIM; receivelate direcfinancial aid. said 1>itk Pfaff,
tor of financial aid. Pfaff said federal funds
provide tome than Sift million of the $45
million in financial aid disbursements.
"If federal aid was withheld, it would
surely affect many students’ ability to tont in -

See ROTC, page
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Aid talk on tube
By Catherine Spencer
lkitly Staff Writer

Spartan

Instead of watching re -runs of Seinfeld, students can tune
n. I we! from San Jose State University," a show expected
to it taVel the mysteries behind financial aid.
The show, which airs tonight, features SJSU financial aid
counselors to explain how to apply for financial aitl and
answer call in questions f rom the audience.
"I plan to tune in to the show because my daughter will be
graduating from high school this year, and I want to learn
more about what financial aid can offer," said I bira Espiritu,
a parent of a high school senior attending Cupertino High
School.
SJSU is the only university to deliver a live show that walks
viewers line -by-line through the entire Free Application for
Federal Student Aid (FAFSA) application and describes the
various types of aid. ’Ms program wii. reveal how much
Ill

See

SJSU TV,

page 6

Pot club to open
It) All E1/11 Williami
,S’,lurtuuu little Seniar

Write’,

Jesse Garcia plans to open a
Cannabis Buyer’s Club in the
San JOSe Area.
( ;art 1.1. who lives in Gilroy,
said he is in the inn id phases of
setting up the club which
would help people with medical needs wane marijuana to
ease suffering of their symptoms. I he hopes to have it open
by the MO& of [Chrtlary.
l5, is working with
( ;art
several len al AIDS organiralitnIS ill an effort 10 Sell/re a Site
in or near San Jose. If successful
in getting a 101ati011, he said he
would open the club for two to
three hours a day i few days a
week to get an idea of how big
of a need there is for a buyer’s
club is in the Smith Bay. If
there is a large response it
would be open more often and
Spartan Daily
longer.
PHOTO BY BRENNA JENNISON
Garcia has been HIV -posiJesse Garcia is determined to bring comfort to
tive suite 1987 and was diagterminally Ii patients in the South Bay
nosed with AIDS in 1992. He
said he smokes marijuana to
oinbat the nallSed from medicine he is tak- about marijuana. Mier failed tries with
Marinol, Ttic pills, he tried SITliAcing mar
ing in his AIDS therapy.
in ijuana and found it worked for him.
Ile disuwered marijuana by at
"The Marino] was !MI IOU potent," he
1995 at the Watsonville Salsa Festival when
he tasted a salsa made with hemp. Ile said. "I couldn’t flint tient on it."
immediately noticed how it stimulated his
See Cannabis, page 6
appetite and inquired about information
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Cannabis Buyer’s Club comes to San Jose
have a major hockey team, the
WWi’sharks, and a major NBA team,
hc Golden State Warriors. We are
the hotbed of the world’s technology. We
have an international airport, and now San
Jose has Another reason to be venerable, a
new Cannabis Buyer’s Club.
Or at least that’s what Jesse lianta wants,
another way to keep up with San Francisco.
I.ikc the larger city to the north of us, we
want to remain a compassionate, caring place
for our citizens. ’Fhat’s why Prop. 215 passed

with an overwhelming approval of 56.2 percent of California voters, proving that
Californians are truly a sympathetic lot.
San Francisco citizens have the open
mind to allow marijuana as medicine for the
critically ill instead of a three-headed monster from Hades, which is what Clinton’s
drug Czar Barry McCaffrey and Janet Reno
want us to believe.
Lou Cobarruuviaz, San Jose’s Police
Chief, came from a human-minded place
when he admitted his force will approach

Homeowners can
avoid flood disaster

Editorial
marijuana use with the highest priority, prethe quality of life for those seriously

serving

Reno and McCaffrey reiterated in January
that they will not be taking the compassionate stance, and they will prosecute doctor’s
who prescribe marijuana.
Their argument is that children will view
the approval of the drug for medicinal uses as

M iddy ArillarillITIS.

oars of rooftops barely poking out of massive lakes
and people sweeping mud and wet debris from their
living rooms fill our television screens and tug at our
heart strings.
Surely nature has dealt them a most cruel and unexpected hand, suddenly filling their quiet neighborhood
with a torrent of roaring wet destruction. It would seem
they had no warning; there Was no way they could have
known the tate that Was 10 befall them. In many cases,
however. Ille brutal truth is quite the opposite.
I
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the rain falls and the ground floods, thousands
i if people find that their homes are turning into
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a green light to smoke their lives away.
The government won’t change the status
from an illegal substance to a controlled substance that can be prescribed.
The government should take the next step
and declare tobacco illegal, unless prescribed
by a certified physician. That WO another
complaint among the Cannabis Buyer’s Club
naysayers such as James Fox, president of the
California District Attorney’s Office. Fox
contended during the campaign of Prop. 2 1 5
that the bill would promote fraudulent pre-
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the
beginning of retooled history
there has been a record of
flood - prone areas, available for
all to see, kept by the tinned
States (ieolognal Survey.
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Doctors have visiting rights, too

And whenever a person sells
a house in (:abliittici, the law of full disclosure stipulates

Latta explained that doctors’ privileges
Sometimes a morbid sense of humor
allow physicians to sec patients at other
gets you through the toughest of
hospiuls, even if they are not certified to
times.
BOHEMIAN B En/SINGS
work at that particular facility.
I can recall one evening last spring
Latta said these requirements are in
when we had to call 9-1-1 for my dad
1iiii,i I I / 2.11 1111
place to protect patients from impostors
who was critically ill. The attending
and inadequate care.
emergency medical technicians respond"The howical4 ljalaltfor any negligence
ing couldn’t tell me to wkichliospltal hs
v, I a ,e,rits
,
fl.o
salts. Arita explaltied.
was headed.
F.M"F’s had a certain protocol that they
Ready for the funny part?
followed when they decided to cart my dad
They kit without telling me. I stood
off to the nearest hospital.
standing in the middle of the street,
"There are three levels of definition that
adding to the cop-TV-show-like scene
EMTs use to determine if a patient needs
my neighbors were taking in (lots of fire
to be taken to a trauma unit. Mechanical
trucks and police cars), by throwing my
reasons (a person is hit by a car, but may
hands up and hollering after the ambuhave no visible signs of injury), physiological (a patient
lance like Camille in a tragic Italian opera.
My dad’s doctor interceded and managed to intercept may have extremely low blood pressure), or anatomical
the F.MT’s call to let its know at which hospital we would Ca shard of glass is sticking out of your neck’)," said Bob
Heil’ ig, acting director of Santa Clara County emergency
probably hold a vigil.
The second time this happened to my family and my medical services.
The three trauma units in the San Jose area are Santa
dad had to be rushed to the hospital again, it wasn’t the
Clara Valley Medical Center, San Jose Columbia
least bit comical.
This time my dad was transferred from a convalescent Medical Center and Stanford Medical Center.
"It’s traumatic for everyone," said Candice Rooney,
home ti Santa Clara Valley Medical Center.
public relations director for O’Conner’s St. Louis
Reads. for the unfunny part?
hospitals for San Jose, of the hospital admittance
My dad’s regular physician could not bee him there.
From that point on it became difficult to find any progress.
Rooney also stressed that our family had the right at
humor in these ambulance runs.
My dad kept asking for his doctor, and our family, any time to ask for the proper paperwork to be filed,
realizing how ill he really was, wanted to grant any wish which would allow my dad’s doctor to at least visit him.
My family didn’t realize that we had the right to step up
lie desired at that time.
We didn’t know we could question the medical And buck the system and question authority.
We knew he was dying, that petliaps made our desire
authority and request that his doctor be allowed to see
to make sure he had the best care available to him so up
him.
What probably prevented my dad’s doctor from see front in our minds.
1 don’t think our family will ever find the humor in
ing him was that his doctor did not have temporary privileges to treat patients at Santa Clara Valley Medical the little ambulance chase, but at least we now understand.
Center.
Dr. Robert Latta, director of San Jose State
Laura Lazzartni it the Spartan Daily, Downtown Editor.
University’s health center, said, "Every hospital is very
Her C0111111111 appear; every Tuesday.
strict about doctor’s privileges."

about the house is supplied
to the potential buyer, including whether the house is on
A flood plain.
that a myriad ii information

Additionally,

buyers

can
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California

Evaluation System for informstioti and projections on (among other things) the ability
,i1 the land surrounding their prospective house to absorb
properly channel pre, pitation. i.e., whether or not it
Environniental Resource
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I I ,’rut using

thew !UMW Charts, forecasts and
maps, a home with a good

Even without
using these
precise ...
forecasts and
maps, a
home with a
good chance
of being
under water
can usually
be avoided
with a
good dose
of common
sense.

hanse of [lenity, under
can usually be avoided with A good dose of’
(01110100 WOW.
If every time there are
floods your house is under
Water, tharites Are pretty
damn good it’ll be that way
again. And if your home is
anywhere Ilear a SOliree of
water that has A history of
flooding, the same holds
true. Hoods very rarely
own where no one ever
expected them, but for
those people truly caught
water

11111Ware, I ski feel sorry.
However,

sorry

lin

I

those

don’t
who

feel
have

lumen to ignore or remain
ignorant of nature’s warnings (ins Wink!, developers
who put simplexes Close
iii danger zones .0 they
, an) and literally bet the
farm
Never bet
against
Mother Nature. She redy

cver lows

.Ittdretv Darn tt a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
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Pro-life activists
contradict beliefs
abortion makes headlines nowadays, the
,.. is almost always about murders and
w:en
bombings and not about legal issues or laws
passed in Washington, D.C.
The recent anniversary of the historic Roe vs. Wade
Supreme Court decision has invoked another spate of
violent attacks on dinics where abortions are performed.
The conclusion that the United States government
should stay neutral in abortion decisions has been compromised and weakened over the past decade.
Since 1992, two doctors, two clinic staff members
and an escort have been murdered and seven others have
been shot.
During that same period, 42 clinics have been
destroyed or damaged by
arson. Clinic personnel have
also received more than 100
death threats since 1991.
The issue of preservation of
life by the pro-life movement
has been seriously compromised.
It’s pro-choice vs. pro-life.
Despite 71 percent of the
nation bein pro-choice, this
WRITER’S FORUM
free country s citizens have the
By Jana
right to "assemble peacefully"
Seshadri
and voice their protests against
any issue they want.
This right has been compromised as well, because it
does not give them the right to kill or harm anybody.
On Dec. I, 1996, the New York Times reported that
John Salvi, who was convicted of killing a doctor who
performed abortions, was found dead in his prison cell
in Walpole, Mass. Do two wrongs make a right in this
case? Two people have died for the cause,-but_tbe.issue
has not been resolved. In order to protect an unborn
baby’s life, it is not acceptable to kill.
According to a Rolling Stone article, abortion doctor
David Gunn was shot and killed by Michael Griffin
during a protest on March 10, 1993 at the Pensacola
muse,N..,,,....,..,* Women’s
Medical
Services
Clinic
in
Florida.
Despite 71
After this tragic incipercent of the dent,
a former minister
circulated a petition
nation being
praising Griffin and calling the murder "justifipro-choice,
able homicide." And a
this free
protester told the New
York Times, "It is not a
country’s
sin to go out and shoot
abortionist."
citizens have an This
kind of callous
the right
attitude by members of
the pro-life movement
to "assemble contradicts
their theme
itself
preservation of
peacefully"
life. Pro-life advocates
stand a much better
and voice
chance of successfully
their protests getting their message
across if they went about
against any
it in a more humane
manner. The concept of
issue they
pro-life should encomwant.
pass all humanity, not
just unborn babies.
land Seshadri is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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scriptions of marijuana.
Just as the prescriptions for addictive substances such as morphine and opium are
highly regulated, there is no reason the same
regulations couldn’t be applied to marijuana.
In critically ill patients, marijuana is a
gentler substitute to morphine, which can
place the patient in a semi -comatose state
and, in high enough doses, kill.
Government proponents need to change
their attitude that marijuana is an evil drug
and could never be a means of blessed relief
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Families should teach children ethnic
identity and background, not schools
1,, I Fr., s ii
it’ If I read Otte More
atticle about some
poor. under represented
minority group’s lack of educaIlona’ ClAviet or hooks,
I’m
going to be ill.
Specifically. I’m referring to
.fricia Ilerrera’s opinion piece
in the Spartan Daily ("Chicano
literature needed in schools").
In the article, she says she
didn’t learn about her ethnic
background until college. Aw!
I’m still waiting for the ethnic diversity class which even
mentions my ethnic background.
Most such courses cover
Mexican American, African
American and either Native
American or Asian American.
The literature courses are the
same. I’m Italian Irish and if for
a moment you think that means
"white European," then 1’11 call
all
Cubans,
Mexicans.
Spaniards and l’uerto Ricans
I

s,

Letter to the Editor
It is not the
school’s
responsibility
to educate
you about
your family
background
any more
than your
religious
background.
"Latino "
In other words, it’s not the
8.101C.

And when I fill out some
form requesting ethnic identity, there arc usually 15 to 24
choices, including one called
"white" or "Caucasian."
This hardly celebrates my
ethnic identity.
Bottom line? Asking (or
worse, expecting) schools to
provide each of us with socially
relevant information about our
ethnic identity is about as realistic as expecting all the campus
clocks to tell the same time
(assuming they are all working).
It is not the school’s responsibility to educate you about
your family background any
more than your religious background.
That is your responsibility
yours and your family. And.
if you feel undereducated about
your heritage, who aft you really mad at?
Debbie Emerson
Literature major

Erimrorrmilf
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’Star Wars’ still a Force to behold
Movie retains
appeal without
need of hyped,
new footage
By Andy W. Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Twenty years after it was
first released, "Star Wars" is
back, bigger and better than
ever.
Well ... maybe.
"Stars Wars" creator George
Lucas wants you to think so.
Lucasfilm Ltd. and specialeffects masters Industrial Light
& Magic have restored the
film, digitized the sound,
restored omitted footage and
added new scenes to draw
audiences back into theaters to
help celebrate the 20th
anniversary of the film series
more commonly known as the
"Star Wars Trilogy."
The "Star Wars Trilogy
Special Edition," as the new
series is called, has been redesigned by Lucas to attract
both old-time aficionados and
young fans who have only seen
the films on video.
The films have moved from
mere celluloid to an almighty
phenomenon. They’ve evolved
front cult to culture.
Nearly everyone has seen
the Star Wars trilogy and in
most cases, many times. It is so
widely enjoyed that fans who
plan to see it should ask only
one question: Is the new
Special Edition worthwhile?
Well, yes ... and no.
"Star Wars Special Edition"
boasts a clear picture with
bone-shaking audio. Seeing it
again on the big screen is
undeniably exciting. It’s the
way "Star Wars" was meant to
look and sound. Starships whiz

PHOTO COURTESY OF 20TH CENTURY Fox

Han Solo (Harrison Ford), with Chewbacca in background, confronts an unhappy Jabba the Hutt about unpaid debts in an enhanced scene from the "Star Wars Special Edition "
around, laser guns roar and
explosions are more vibrant.
On the other hand, the
restoration of the picture falls
short. The brightness of the
color has a nasty habit of fading in and out. Chalk it up to
the the film’s age.
The new scenes are not the
sole reason to check out the
special edition. If it were, fans
with home theater systems
could merely wait for the
release to video and rent it.
Part of enjoying the new "Star

Review
Wars" is seeing it in the theater
with a community of other
fans.
But, even that is not
enough to earn an enthusiastic
recommendation. Most critics
have pointed out that only the
most devoted fans can even
spot the differences. Viewers
are treated to maybe a few
more seconds of Jawas walking

around or storm troopers running. Most of the new scenes
were initially cut. Now, we get
to see why.
The new footage, mostly
special effects that beef up the
visuals, are few and far
between. Ironically enough,
the new effects cost nearly as
much to do as the original
movie. ’Three major scenes
constitute these additions:
storm troopers in the Tatooine
desert, the Mos Eislcy spaceport and the Death Star battle.

Taking into account that
the engineers at Industrial
Light & Magic are at the top
of their game, the new scenes
still fall short. Lucas’ love affair
with the Dewback lizards and a
new flying droid are pretty
obvious, but the computerized
characters are too artificial.
The strength of "Star
Wars," though, remains in its
plot and story. When the audience is done admiring the flash
and glitter, the story still manages to captivate, whether the

audience is seeing it fin the
first time or the 100th time
So go see "Star Wars" if
you can’t wait for the video
release. Take a friend who
knows the movie backward
and fin-ward to help cheer
and clap, and take somebody who’s seeing it fin the
first time in the theater.
"Star Wars" is back on the
big screen, and it’s determined to prove it’s still an
unstoppable Force.

MOVIE:

Star Wars

STARS: Mark Hamill,
Harrison Ford, Carrie Fisher
LENGTH: 121 minutes
RATING: PG (for Jabba’s
ugliness and Darth Vader’s
abuse of The Force)

OPENED:

Last Friday

Fans camp out to get first peek at new edition
By Andy W. Ho
Spartan Daily Staff Write,
Throngs of unkempt young people
zamped out, sitting cross-legged on
blankets or reclining on folding lawn
.:hairs. Some played cards, others ate
and still others waved souvenirs.
No, it’s not a line for a Grateful
Dead concert or even a new "Star
Trek" film. This crowd of rabid, salisome for hours
vating fans waited
at a time to get into Century 22 on
Winchester Blvd. to see "Star Wars: A
New Hope" ... all over again.
A revised edition of the first Star
Wars film was re-released to movie
theaters around the nation Friday,
amidst much fanfare in the media and
among a diehard army of fans who

have watched the films countless times
on video and have waited patiently for
more than two decades to see their
heroes on the big screen again.
ickets to the Friday opening were
sold out a week in advance. Century
22 assistant manager Russell Privitt
said one Mall waited overnight to buy
tickets for the Friday night show. The
promotional cardboard stand-up in
the theater’s lobby didn’t survive the
hype. Privitt said that it had to be
replaced because fans had been tearing
off characters they like. The mint
popular were Darth Vatic’. and
Princess Lcia in her Jabba "slave-girl"
outfit.
On Saturday three separate lines
accomodated the movicr-goers. At
noon, the line for the 7:40 pro, show

had nearly 20 people waiting restlessly
for the movie. Most held places for
their friends to appear later.
John Stack tried to lead the crowd
in a hum-along rendition of the Star
Wars theme song.
"We’re all glad it’s back." he said.
"It’s a classic, nice breath of fresh
air."
Charles Rappelt, 16, said he’d
never befine seen the film in a theater.
By Saturday morning, he had already
seen it Friday and was lined up again
to see it.
David Kindlund, 21, and Danny
McGregor, 24, queued up at 10 a.m.
for the 7:40 p.m. show. Kindlund said
he wanted "pure viewing satisfaction"
from seeing the movie again.
McGregor said, "I wanted more of

Join in canned
food drive

Top ten ’Star Wars’ T-shirts
Want to make some friends while
you’re waiting in line to see "Star
Wars Special Edition" but shy

about your knowledge of the
Trilogy? Then wear your heart on
your sleeve. Or, rather, your shirt

10. "Darth is Right."
9. "My boss is a fascist, maniacal despot who
wields black magic." (Darth Vadcr only.)
8. "Rebels do it in a deep trench." OR "Jedis
do it with their eyes closed."
7. "My brother blew up the Death Star, and
all I got was this stupid T-shirt." (Princess Lela
only.)
6. "Property of the Imperial Naval Academy."
Or, "My child was Storm Trooper of the
Month."
5. "I got screwed at the Mos Eislcy Cantina."
4. "Hard Rock Cafe Jabha’s Palace." (They’re
everywhere!)
3. "The Dark Side of the Force stops a beating heart."
2. "Kiss me; I’m Wookiee!"
And the number one Star Wars T-shirt slogan
is:

I. "You don’t have to be crazy to fly down
but
the trench of a moon-sized battle station
it helps!"

NAL DEFECTIVE

Written by Andy W
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

the story to be explained." ik said
after the film he was satisfied, especially by Jabba the flutes scene which
further explored the relationship
between the vile gangster and smuggler Ilan Solo.
"Star Wars" faithfuls know that
part of the joy of the trilogy Ito die
last 20 years has been finding other
fans and discussing endlessly the plot,
characters and rumors about the
series. "Star Wars" fans are about the
only group that can rival the fanaticism of "Star Trek’s Trekkers.
Seeing the special editions will be
an experience, both outside and inside
the theater. Just remember to pack a
lunch, a chair and a lightsalwr.
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In order to help (Mt Ill the
community, Delta Sigma l’i will
hold a canned lbod drive from
today thru Feb. 9. Bring sans
anytime to BC 208. Call Mike
linden at 378-2034 for more
information.
"We think community service to contribute something to
give the community, it’s one
of showing our support.
We’re all part of the same «intmunity and when we see people
in need we enjoy helping them
out," linden said.

Learn art at
’Tuesday Nite
Lecture’

I he School of Art and
Design will hold a "Tuesday
Nite lecture" with Dr. Arthur
Kao, an art history professor
at 5 p.m. in room 133 at
CoDtoday
the Art building. Dr. Kao will
be discussing Contemporary
Chinese painters. An art reception will follow in both the Art
and Industrial Studies buildings
from 6p.m. thru 8p.m. The
reception will display art by four
Chinese painters in the Bay
Area. The art will be displayed
through Feb. 21. Call 9244330 or 924-4328 for more
information.

Pi Delta Phi gives
pizza rush

As part ()I a rush, It Alpha
Phi will have a p ilea night.
Participants need to meet
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PHOTO By R.W. BRADFORD Spadarl Daily
People camped outside the Century 22 theater early Friday morning

tonight at 7 p.m. tonight in
front of the Student Union.
For more information call
David lam At 923-3554:

Student Society for
Technical
Communication
begins meetings
I Si tident Site iety fin
Technical ( :onununication will
be holding their monthly meeting today at the Almaden Room
in the Student Union from 78p.m. This month’s topic will
be on technical writing and the
reponsibilit it’s and requirments
of internships. ( :all (510) 7138813 for more infinmation.

Weight control
information offered
to students
I st inlents concerned or
interested in weight control
information, registration will be
open today from noon to 1 p.m.
in room 208 at the Health
building. The class Starts Feb.
11, and will last for nine weeks.
For information call 924-6118.

Akbayan Club holds
first general
meeting

Fhe Akhiyan Club will hold
its first general meeting today at
3 p.m. in the Umunhum Room
at the Student Union. One
issue being discussed will be the
PNC culture night. Call the
Akbayan voice mail at 534-1140
for more information.

SJSO Mariachi
Workshop offers
class today

I he SIM I Maria lii
Workshop will hold t Ins lii41.11"
from 7 0. in p.m Ilii,t Liss
will he .1 weekly 111/11114 I loll iii
contemporay and tradit
mariachi music. Um those
interested, registration will lii
held it) the lobby of the MIIll
building. ( :all 924-46-’5 Ion
more information.

SCTA offers meeting
All Iolg.1111/.1114/11.11 111,4111T

Buy literature at
Library book sale
I lii11111,11/ 1,1111.,
tiltempiiir,I.ok silt

1,

.11
iMg

held by tlic I ibtary
Sales l’ni«.verv.luesilay
and Wednesday from 10 a.m.
i p.m. Sales will be held at
kith Walquist Kni. 408 and (In
( lark I obby. ( :all 924-27ais
Itot !Wile 11111/(111:1[14111.
.1nil

CCM to hold Mass
1111

[

.11111111:

tutu is is holtitc4; daily Nt.p,
Iriml I.’ OS I .’ll) ’mitt
Olt Hu, XXIII ( ink f ..141tiS/
11i1111 the SiSt.: Ili c.111.1

1.11er Ili

will lie held for the Student
California Teachers AAS04.1.111.111
(S( TA) today front ;mini to I
p.m. at Sweeney flail. Rut. S12
all 924 ’1718 if interest, d

the evening the tin inst iv will
hold a ’meta .tnti I Ault discussion
frotri 7-9 putt. lesint volunteeis
will talk almui volunteering.
I
’riff

Presidential Interns
give open house

Test your body fat

An open house will be held
by Presidential Interns today
from 12p.m. to 2 p.m. at room
201E in Tower !fall. For more
information call 924-2981.

’Women of Color
Student Support
Group’ starts today

Counseling Servit es
I he
have formed a "Worlicii 01
Color Student Support Group"
starting today from 2:30 to 4
p.m. at the Administration
Office, room 201, ( Ii 9245910 for more information.
The meetings will be held every
Tuesday.

I lit’

N1111111011
Science is offering
pen ens body fat testing using
Dm-electric Impede:ante lin (ink
$5 today at
( :lassroonn
Building Rm. 11/3. ( :all 924(110 for more information.
I ki/.1(11114111 111

.111111 FOOLI

( innin/n1 by Mehtine Harangue
Spartan Dady .144: Writer
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between Market and First
(408) 971-8255

(408) 294-6500
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1/2 Price Burrito
Buy one burrito at regutar price
and gel a second of equal or
lesser value at half price
VALID ONLY Al’
45 POST ST. LOCATION.
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San Pedro
Market
1st St.
2nd St.
3rd St. 1
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5th St.
6th St.
7th St.
8th St.
9th St.
10th St.
llth St.
12th St.
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akmtine Gifts to
fit any allowance!
l’ackapt, 91.1111 III.’
$9.95
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Elite Cellular

.Generous Portions
-Everything Made From Scratch
-Famous Grande Burritos
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LA GUADALAJARA

Subway

FAMILY OWNED SINCE 1955
40 Years of Making the
Best Burritos in Townl
1661 E. Santa
Clara St., S.J.
251-2120

Holistic Health
Care Clinic
La Guadalajara

Bil’

Balloons 0 Bears
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45 Post St
San Jose
292 7352
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10th .1 Empire B.
San Jose
294-6645
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Try our free delivery (SiS)
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EXPRESS MASSAGE
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’

Only $20
Stress reduction and relaxation
.41

I
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CHINESE CUISINE -FOOD TO GO

for busy people on the go.
Re-energize during your busy day.
Get ready for new exams and finals.

Schechuan Lunch and Dinner
Mandarin
.Catering Ruailable
Bom Lunches to Go
ti 1013
bir 131 [Jackson Street St

HOLISTIC HEALTH CARE CLINIC
Chiropractic, Acupuncture, Herbal
medicine, Acupressure, Herbal
Steam Aromatherapy

, upoif 531

6 Blocks North of Santa Clara Between ird and 4th Street
OPP% MR
11:55 9:1111 pm

294-3303 or 998-9427
V
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FREEexam
mention of ad
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SJSU still undefeated
on in RBI double. With two more runs coming in on
a single and an error, CSU L.A. took a 3-1 lead.
SJSU waited until the bottom of the ninth to make
It was another long day for the San Jose State
their comeback, when the hero of Sunday’s game, right
University Spartan baseball team, as it beat CSU Los fielder Todd Duncan, singled in two runs to tie the
Angeles in a I2-inning battle to echo the previous score at three. The Spartans failed to pull ahead in the
evening’s 11 -inning victory.
inning and the game remained tied until the bottom of
For five innings, the game was scoreless as starting
the 12 inning.
pitchers, Javier Pamus for SJSU and Eddie
This was the second game in a row that
Russel for CSU L.A. continued to strike out
the Spartans played into extra innings.
4
their opponents.
The night before, they won in the 11th
SJSU first baseman Robert Berns
when Duncan hit the game-winning home
summed up the outlook of the team as they C!ULA 3
run against UOP.
confronted a mediocre team in Division 11.
Ashley referred to Duncan as the clutch
"We came out lazy," said Berns, admitplayer of the team and the guy they could
ting that many players on the team had a flat attitude turn to. He said his performance in the past two games
about playing CSU L.A. He said the team did not play was "awesome."
up to its caliber u they had the previous two games.
Berns brought in the winning run by doubling to
The Spartans drew the first blood against the center and bringing in second baseman Tony James
Golden Eagles.
from first.
SJSU’s third baseman Zach Retallack singled in the
Justin Farius won his first game of the season by
first run of the game after catcher Steve Ashley and pitching 5 1/3 scoreless innings in relief. Farius took
shortstop Brian Forman both walked to begin the rally. over for Pamus after he left the game with 10 strikeouts
The Golden Eagles scored in the top of the seventh in 6 2/3 innings.
By Laura Venal

Spartan Daily Staff Writer

SJSU’. Tony
James fails to
field a throw as a
Golden Eagles
player slides into
second base safely. SJSU made a
ninth inning comeback and beat
CSU L.A. in 12
innings, 4-3.

Nor By
DAVE LUCHANSKY
Spartan Daily

CLASSIFIED
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
lic. drop-in play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
person at Kidallark:
Near Oakridge Mall. 281-8880
5440 Thornwood Dr., Si
Near Valley Fair, 985-2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510-792-9997
EMPLOYMENT
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mall
The rising cost of an education
Call Heidi at 281-8880.
got you DOWN??!
WELL. GET A JOB!!
JOBSI JOBSI
*THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY*
is now hiring for part-time The Student Union has several
positions available in
part-time
&
days
evening
positions, both
are available. We have several these areas:
Center
positions in the following areas: Aquatic
Bowling Center
Food Serve 21 & older please.
Box Office
$4.75 hr. + tips.
Bus Staff- 18 & older please, ’Maintenance/Operations
Sound/Lighting/Events
$4.75 hr. + tips.
’Host/Hostess 16 & over please, ’Sport Club
pay varies based on experience. Come in & check our job listings!
Applications available on 3rd floor
WE WILL TRAIN
in the Student Union Admin. Office.
No experience needed.
APPLY IN PERSON
at 51 N. San Pedro, San Jose. CATERING AND DINING SERVICE
employees needed for on-campus
ORAYSTONE CHILD CEVELOPMENT positions. Morning & lunch shifts
Ctr. looking for teacher. Qualified avail. For Catering call 924-1753.
person to work part-time from For Dining Services call 924-1859.
1:30-6:00pm. Must have at least Please leave a message to
12 ECE units. located in Almaden schedule an intervieii.
Valley area. Offer great benefits.
LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
Call Michelle 408-997-1980.
seeking customer service representatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
ADMIN. ASST. NEEDED
AQUATIC CENTER/SPORT CLUB + bonus. Will train. Call David H.
The Student Union is looking for a 0408-441-8600.
top notch person who is interested
in a part-time position to assist the TFACHERS/AIDES/Cemp Waders
Aquatic Center Manager & Supevisor Elem sch. age recreation program,
in a variety deities, oars:act the kenh P/T from 26 pm NSF cluirg the Sdl. W.
Office. 3n1 floor of the Sexlent Union F/T during summer camp program.
for position description & salary Excellent salary, no ECE req. Los
Gatos-Sara. Recreation. Call Janet
information. Hourly wage $9.50.
at 354-8700x23. (Not avail.
SECURITY- ACUFACTS, INC.
school year? Call fly surnmer employ.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
life guards & camp leaders)
Great for Students.
WAREHOUSE POSITION
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Many Benefits!
Golden State T’s. a leading
Cal or appyrh pescn, Mon-Sun 71. sportswear distributor, seeks a
D
Menden
he.
Warehouse
Team Player. Position
406-286-5880. 555
Perienoor. available immediately.
Between Sir Cate
Pull orders
behi-d the Cad and Party Store. Si
Stock inventory
’Unload trucks
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT 8. PT positions avail. in busy whole
’Assist will-call customers
*Work 20 hrs/wk in afternoon
foods restaurant All stiffs avail, flex
hrs. $7.50$8/hr to start. Must be
Monday - Friday
18+ years. Call 733-9446, ask for
$7.00 per hour
Work for a company that truly
Wencli,
cr
appreciates its staff. Apply in
CHILDCARE NEEDED ki6>rokl person between 8am and 5:30pm.
in my Sunnyvale home. Tue: 2:30 Golden State Is
9:30pm, Thur: 1 2:30-9:30pm. 2110 Zanker Road
San Jose, CA 95131
Experience required. 773-9722.
At the corner of Charcot & Zenker
COPY OPERATOR-High Speed & in the back row of buildings.
Color. Some Bindery work. Experience preferred, but will train. Full BARTDIDER TRAINEES NEEDED
or part-time/evenings. Must be Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
reliable, organized, detail orient- Students needed ri the Immediate
ed, enjoy fast paced environment area RAI-time/parttime openings.
and have "Team Player" attitude. Cali today 1-415-968-9933.
Fax resume to 408-277-0706 or International Bartenders School.
apply in person at AnzaGraphix,
2 N. Market St. (downtown San
Jose). 408-2774700.
The SPARTAN DAILY
mites no clelm kw products or
services advertleed be
nor Is
Mere any guarantee tripled. The
clarified columns of the Spartan
Daly conebst of paid advertising
anti cam* ars not pproved or
verified by the newspaper.

FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psych, Soc. or Ed required.
CALL 408379.3200 x21.
GMT perrino(/ecouge.1011
MV TRANSPORTATION, a leader in
the paratranse industry, a currently
intervievarg for yin diver positions
in the San Jose area. Flexible
schedules including afternoons.
evenings & weekends are available. Applicants must possess a
valid California drivers license, a
clean drNing record, and the will
ingness to provide quality, safe
and friendly service to the elderly
and physically challenged. For
more information, please contact
Chris Langrneyer at 408278-9375.
POSTAL JOBS
UP to $15.29fie plus terefes
415-3398377 24 "Ts
CASHIERS IMEDED @ remodeled
gas station. Full or part-time
Evening or weekend available.
Plena call 295-3964.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Pert-erne, Reside Hours.
Great for S4iidents1
Serving Downtown SenJose.
Inner City Express.
22 W. Sent John St. San Jose.

STAL D FE

PHONE:

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Earn $6/hr plus $10/hr in tips
Deliver from best Si restaurants.
Flexible hours. Great for Students!
Need own car.
Cat Dine IN @998-3463 now.
ECE STUDENTS: Looking for a
part-time job that won’t conflict
with your class schedule? Join the
teaching team at our NAEYC
accredited child care center at
Good Sam Hospital! We need
subs & FT/PT closing staff (until
6:45pm). Min. 12 ECE units:
experience required. Salary range:
59.00-510.30 per hour. FAX
resume 408-559-2619 or call
408-5592453.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT & FT.
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV.
999W. San Carlos St. SJ. 971-7557.
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
4 15-324-19 00, M -F, 8-5pm.
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Fishing Industry. Learn now
student* can find hjgh
while experrendint laslua s
adventure! For information: 1-800
276-0654 ext. A60416. (We are a
research & publishing company).
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate Asian
couples need your help to conceive.
Can you help? Ages 2 1-2 9.
nonsmoker, heathy & responsite.
J.
$3,000 stipend and Expenses
Crier etnclties alio needed. Pease
catIWNFC 1-5108209495.
YOU NEED A JOB WITH A FUTURE!
We will train you for a full-time
position with our nation-wide firm.
We offer:
*Weekly Pay Incentives
*Monthly Bonuses
*Competitive Wages
Grouprate Health Care
*Complete Management Training
You must be career minded,
(That’s AN) Call 408345-3936,
PRIMARY PLUS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT
ECE or Experience Preferred
EOE. Call 370-0357.
COUNSELOR- MID= SCHOOL
Paid intern $7/hr. M-Th: 2-5.
Excellent experience, innovative
pilot. Call Anna for Information at
4082R7 4170 eel 251
CRUISES UVIDIOUR Employment
Work in exotic ociitions. meet fun
people. AND get paid! For industry
information, call Cruise Employment Services: 1 800276-4948
ext. C60418. (We are a research
& publishing company).

MANAGER TRAINEES
No experience necessary. Will
TUTORING
Train! Managers earn $4000/mo
base+ corn. Corp. seeks energetic TUTOR AVAILABLE-Grad, student
people for management. Start available to tutor Math, Physics,
now. 629-1241.
Chemistry 8r Cemputer Ser. All yeas.
inexpensive. Siva 408-985-9192.
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
ENGLISH TUTOR
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Speaking, Reading and Writing
Flexible hrs, 9am-9pm. Downtown
Credentialed H.S. Teacher.
near lightrail - 4 blocks from SJSU.
Call (408) 978,8034.
Hourly $S plus bonus. Media
Promotions 494-0200.
TUTOR AVAILABLE 4.0 GPA
English, Philosophy, etc. Writing.
NEED SOME FINANCIAL AID? reading, oral presentations, test
Willing to work flexible hours and preparation. 245-5049, Tamara.
make great money? American
Radio is expanding, and needs
you novel Don’t wait, call Kristi at
SERVICES
14081995-5905.
LICENSED FAMILY DAYCARE,
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT 1/2 block from 7th St parking
Teach basic conversational English garage. Small clean & affordable.
abroad’ Get the inside or br *Ong Call pager 948-2844 for rates and
work in Japan, Taiwan, & S. Korea. availability. Se habla espanol.
For information: 1-206.971-3570
EUPHOTIC FOUNDATION
ext. J60416. (We are a research &
Confidential Spiritual Counseling
Publishing company)
Metaphysical, Astrological,
Meditation Classes.
Gnostic Western Tradition.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Call (408)978-8034.
ATTENTION MATT AVERY, I met
ygujrits pvvt wird Jr 17-20 on VCRIR,O_WM, fast pegfescenel
the sip triple Rijn. T regret that I editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Wet stay in touch whou. Please cal Essays. letters, application
me @9091e69e95. Jan Bp* LCR. statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 5104014554.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Only $57.00 per year.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E.Mall.
Save 30% 60%
on your dental needs.
ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS or
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
products on the Information
Superhighway! Reach over 60+
million for pennies a day. FREE
COMPUTERS ETC, DETAILSI 1-8008449639x0232.

FOR RENT

SPORTS/THRILLS

1 BR APT FOR 1 PERSON $895.
2 persons $800. Clean, quiet,
sober & financially responsible
required. 553 So. 6th St. Call
William @ 408-292-1890.
1 BDRM. 5TH & REED, 1 person,
no pets. $700/mo. + $500 sec.
dep. Prkng. Util. paid. 259-7040.
2 BORK APARTMENT-$900/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

SHARED HOUSING
NEAR SALL S385/mo+$100 dap.
Room & board, utilities included.
Females only. Please call (408)
292-7303.
EVERGREEN AREA, $400/mo +
$200 deposit & 1/3 utilities. Call
408-2231692 or 408238-2626.

AFFORDABLE&EXPERIENCED
WRITING ASSISTANCE any Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
subject. Why suffer and get poor Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
grades when help is just a call Resunes. Al Formats, Specializing
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ es Exp.
research & writing. Tutorial also
WP 5.1/HP Lauf. PAM’S
avail. Friendly, caring. confidential. PROFESSIONAL NORD PROCESSING.
Convenient Peninsula location.
247-2681, 8am-8pm.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other languages
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
EUROPE $239
how to improve your writing,
Within USA $79-8129.
visit our user-friendly Website
Mexico $199 r/t. Cheap Fares
at attp://www.aalplus.aom Everyeherel airhitchenetcom.com
Regular e-mail: acienetcom.com
wswcisicom.fr/airhrtch/
Call for free phone consultation:
415-834-9192 cst pending.
INSURANCE
(415) 132150505...ask ior
AUTO INSURANCE
STUDENT TRIP TO EUROPE, Paris,
Campus insurance Service
London, Rieera, Geneva. 6/176/26.
Special Student Programs
$1715 Ind: air, hotel, meals/day,
FINANCIAL AID
Serving SJSU for 20 years
guide. Call Jenny 4455441.
"Great Rates for Good Wirers"
SEEKING FINANCIAL AID? Don’t
"Good Rates for Non-Good Dryers" lime your possibilities for financial
aid! Student Financial Service
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
VOLUNTEERS
"Good Student" "Family Mufticar" profiles over 2(5)0,000+ individual
CALL TODAY 296-5270
awards from private & public sec- ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
FREE QUOTE
tors. Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. relationship? Have you ever been
NO HASSLE
F60418. ( We are a research & in one? Researcher seeks people
publishing company)
NO OBUGATION
all ethnic backgrounds, straight
or gay for study. Please call
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
406235-0600 for more info.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

MAYO.

FOR NATIONAL /AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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One
Two
Day
Days
3 lines
$5
$7
4 lines
$6
$11
5 Ines
$7
$9
6 Imes
$10
$e
$1 for each additional line

Three
Days

Four
Days

$9
$10
$11

311
$12
$13

$12

$14

After the fifth day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available I n bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-191ines $110

Frye Adth
Days
$13 Cer A 9141.
$14
Inew
$15
$IS
Send check or money order la
Spartan Daily Oassifieds

ap coe

San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Classified deek *located in Dwight Banter Hall, Room 209.
II Deadline. 1000 a.m. two weekdays before publication.
II All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads.
Rates for coneecueve publications dates only.
MI QUESTIONS? CALL (4011)924-3277

ELECTROLYSIS
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7488.
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us permnently remove your unwanted hair.
Back- Chest - Lip- Bikini Chin
Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before 6/1/97.
Hair Today Gone TO1110170V4, 621 E.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(408) 379.9500.

Campus CLEW
Greek Messages’

Events’
amouncements
Lost and Forid
Volunteers’
_ For Sole’
Autos For Sale’
Computers Etc
Waled*
Employment
Opporlunees

Rental Housing
Shared Housing"
Rea/ Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty’
Sports/Thres’
Insurance
Entertainment*
Travel
Tutoring"
Word Processing

Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FAST FUNDRAISER Raise 8500
in 5days Greeks, Groups, Clubs,
Motivated Individuals. Fast, Easy.
No Financial Obligat on.
1-800862-1982 ext. 33.
Certain advertisements In
these coiirrine may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addr
for
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carehily Investigate NI firms
casting employment listings
’,coupons for discount
%mations or merchand I se .

Daily

lc

3f,

AIN

co,

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
I
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24
25

Antique
Touch
Tiny insect
Belief
Wheel part
Make haste
Trivial
Popular pasta
Calif. hrs.
Boca -, Florida
Consumed
Marshes
Woodland
deities
26 Front
29 Trophy
31 Sun-dried brick
32 House part
33 Stork’s cousin
37 Disney dog
38 - over: studied
39 Opening
40 Soap-making
ingredients
41 Hill builders
42 Brother’s child
43 Light wood
45 Hold for ransom
46 Sea creature
49 Drum
accompaniment
50 Foreign
51 Tally
53 Bunny 56 Splashes
58 Reflection
60 "- makes two
of us!"
61 Sheltered, on a
ship
62 Noblemen
63 Every
64 Trudge
65 Wild West show
I Can, law
enforcer%

Please check
one classification:

Nine

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

FUNDRAISING

HEALTH & BEAUTY

DOWN

4

OPPORTUNITIES

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
WHITEWATER RAFTING Guide
There is nothing compared to
Schools: 3/22-28; 5/12-18.
the exhilaration experienced by
$650. Learn the skills to become
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated a professional river guide.
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
Call for info. Marion Wilderness
SJSU student owned & operated. 1-51 0-233-230 3.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

WORD PROCESSING
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA, Turabien and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing,
Call Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.

REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICES!!
Classroom Computer Co.
3549 Haven Ave. OH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Ph: (800) 800-5115
FAX: (415)306-1120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE & Classic
MAC Hsi, et. ex
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

Fnx: 924-3282

924-3277

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MMOU MUMMU OMOM
ODOM UMMOM UOMA
OUMMUMMMMM 0000
OMOMMUM OMMUMMM
MMU
MUM
!MUM OMO OUMUM
0000 MUMMA MOO
MMUOMMOOMOMMMO
WOM =MOO EOM
MOOMM MOO OMMMO
OMM
UMM
MUOMMOW WOOMOMM
MOM
MUMMOMOMMO
MOO OUMUM MOM
OMMM IDEIMMO MIIMM
eestemirtiiiirise.isviiiEt,
2 Goddess of
discord
3 Spring period
4 Wedding
promise
5 Rust
6 Stops eating
7 Montreal
baseballer
8 Verve
9 Stage of a
journey
10 North American
watershed
11 Silly
12 Flower
13 Dilutes
19 Listen to
22 The -of
Aquarius
24 Florist’s filler
25 Orange
gemstone
26 Autumn
27 "An apple - "
28 Secret wn trig
29 Make arm y

30 Miseries
32 Puts on
34 Has- -: former
star
35 Andes native
36 - on trample
38 Sidekicks
42 More stylish
44 Father’s
sister
45 Relatives
46 Squander
47 Omega’s
opposite
48 Fragrant
shrub
49 Melted
together
51 Nun’s room
52 Chocolate
cookie
53 Not soft
54 Eye
amorously
55 Mexican coin
57 Type of dance
Zecionri
59

=MEM II MN MN=
MM. NM MN=
MEM= MMEMMEMMM
MOM MEM MOM
MIMMMINI
MUM= WM=
MEM MOMM Nand
MUM MEM MO=
MO= ME MOM
MHO= MEM
MOM=
MI=
MEM MOM MUM
MOMMINIMME WWI=
1111 :III SIMI
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continued from page 1
money is available to pay for the cost
of books, tuition and supplies, which
run into the thousands.
The university plans to distribute
copies

of the

show

to

hundreds of

high schools and community colleges
located

in

Clara,

the

San

Santa

Benito

Cruz,

and

Santa

Monterey

counties.
The

SJSU

Outreach

and

Recruitment Office first said it decided to air these live video conferences
when

the

with

the

office

couldn’t

escalating

keep

requests

up

from

local high schools to give oral presentations about financial aid.
"While they originate from SJSU,
the broadcasts will help any prospective college student, continuing student, or parent to better understand
the

111111111110.4110111111111111111111

many

state and federal programs

believe we
can help
them and
others to
avoid
simple
mistakes
when
filing."

available,"
Iron

said

Washington,
associate vice
president for
enrollment
s c rvices .
It is an
important
service

PFIOTO BY

most

because

the

require

FAFSA to

be

submitted

by

March

for

2

- Dick Pfaff,
Assist. Dir. of
Financial Aid

for

sideration
in

aid

1

Address

con-

priority

the

continued from page 1

year,

Washington
social

said.
Last

year,

students

approximately

applied

more than

gang

they’re

not

piing

to

be

to

which

important

assume

eligible

state

prevention

issues,

assistant director of financial aid.
tend

this

that

most
don’t

address this year to focus on kids,

10,000 of these applicants

people

in

issues

address.... She continued in her

and

qualified for aid, said Richard Pfaff,

"Some

welfare

mayors

20,000

for assistance,

L CLENDENII4

Spartan Daily

Library

7 - 9 8

9 9

school

Jay

Mayor Susan Hammer teleconferenced with SJSU President Robert Caret, via Boise, Id., announcing a plan to build a $40 million library accessible to students and San Jose residents.

schools

are

in

and
all

this

welfare

extremely
it

v,"

said

Terry Christensen, chair of the

providing them with appientice-

portable buildings by the city

SJSU

ships which will provide not only

order

direction for troubled teens, but

centers

a paycheck as well.

ation of a mentoring academy to

Other partnership proposals
in the State .t1 the ( us: speech
included: provision of entry level
jobs for those itylng to leave welfare assistance, the purchasing of

train adults to serve as mentors
It young people lacking Minds
support.

political

science

depart-

ment.

A

three-way

part nersh ip

con-

effort between the city, the

struction trades

and

contractors

proposed

mayor

hopefully

keep

will

building
by

the

work

to

local kids out of gangs by

to create
in

more

schools

in

child care

and

the

cre-

for

continued from page 1
Library, I am reminded that
especially in
this information age- the library remains the
heart of the university," Caret said.
Existing libraries on campus may or may
not he affected by the proposal.
"I think that the Clark Library will certainly continue to exist," Schmidt said. "Whether
the Walquist North Library continues to exist,
until we settle on a specific site (for the new
library), it’s harder to predict."

financial aid and take themselves out
of

the

running,

instead

of

letting

financial aid figure out if they quali
ly," said Donna Ziel, associate dire,
tor for student outreach and recruit
ment.
hit those who are new to SJSU or
have never applied

hit aid,

the whole

process of filing for financial aid can
also be quite difficult and confusing.
Forms must be filled out precisely
and

on

deadline.

applo .1111,11

%All

Any

error

cause

on

delays,

an
and

delays c An cost money. Pfaff said.
"Right now nearly half of all students

attending

SJSU

receive

some

type of financial aid," Pfaff said. "By
providing

this

information,

we

believe we can help them and others
avoid simple mistakes when filing."
’I he lave! broadcast airs tonight Al
7 p.m. on the following Bay Area
cable channels:
’ICI San lose
hatmel 35A). ( SA111.1 (

Cannabis
continued from page 1
‘smoking marijuana has proven to
be effective in his light against All
but he has had to 11%1111/111e the negative propaganda that surrounds it.
( ;arc ia, who had stint upbringing,
said his mother was weary almut him
smoking pot but once she saw how
much it helped his condition she was
always reminding him to "take your
medicine."
"I’ve been on (marituan.i) therapy

to

iimmunity

Lir-vision

( :hamlet

and KMSI
1 V in Monterey
( ounty (via the Monterey County
( Mice of Education)

for 18 months and have
pounds," said Garcia "Fin t

40
strong

with the law and they 1111lICTSIAIlll the

( I poi I .obarrtiviai has supported medicinal marijuana all
along." Beams said. "I le parallels it to
needle exchanges ... because life is
1 :hie(

continued from page 1
ne school here," Pfaff said.
In

addition

to

financial

aid,

faculty, said Ken Gibson, execudirector

of

the

foundation

office.
"Inning federal hinds would
have A significant unjust on what
we will be able to do as a university’ because the
supports
none

than

2(H)

different

pro-

in lac 1.1liy 111%1 iii ton.
research and training," Gibson

grams

said.
" I he
loss of funds would
probable not mall!’ Until After
March 28 when SISLI’s name
would Itc published in the Federal
Register As All institution in viola-

SAN FRAN( Is(:() (Al’) - 01 oltinutict Fleas
Caen plAn to say a long goodbye
Friday tl, (I1C MAO Willl t plumed he
it "Baghdad by the BAS’’’ for
CSSelli u
almost (nil years.
A memorial. party and candlelight
walk arc planned to remember the life
of (:aen, 80. who died of lung tatter
early Saturday
I he public memorial will take
e

al

Gl’Ale

I .11114411AI

Fp1S11111.11

( :A111011114 Si ICCI Al 0:31)
a.m. I islay. said Cacti’s widow. AIIII
,hurt

At’ll. Aridsuit. ( 1111%11111110"

A "Celebration of I tie-

ilA ii

complete with the Benny (
style Big Band and bin

music

(

favored, will begin midday I t tillsmil

Stale
taken

action to comply with the federal

campus

Academic

Senate

State

University,

has

and

the

CalifOrma

at

Sacramento

passed a resolution in

December

to permit its president to reinstate
ROTC.

continue

into

fled) ( %ten Way, the
renamed

in

the

evening

on

waterfront street

honor of

the columnist

last year.
"Everybody call’t get off work to

University

been compelled to allow military
tin

A

till

I III

hive’ A 11,.11i

111

V..111g It/ le.Is’t

Itti

II III tile 11.11ItIS

111111ClI11111;

they

1.11111’1

Fntwilistle feels manumit.’ for
use IS finally gaming sup.
pint both with the public anti in the
meili, al community and 1.13iists that
any further lights will result in pm

It Or

/low 111’11611

1111.1(1111AIlA Is.

Although I)istrnt Attorney I )All
has been an outsinikert
oppoirent of ine,lic intl imiriitiana, a
press spokesperson ha It is if
said .
"It (cannabis hovels clubsi are not m
out
responsthilities lie, AIISC
tit Itrop. 215 it’s legal for t hi III 10 do
I Lindgren

that."
I

Ire passage of Prop.

215

And

III(’

[’gland
litional of Medic Mc, wftis it claimed
that marijuana title% Indeed have
111(.4114 IIIA1 use, iris marititatta acivo-

IC( COI

SOUR Culls

and re-

st ribe it."

S.

a prescription then we take that
111111 consideration,- she such "If we
iii Verily the (validity) of the pre
5, ?moon then we would take that
into consideration anti would drop
the ,asc against that person."
‘she acids that the distort anon
ties’s office hasn’t seell Ititi 111.111V
t .1515 Ilkt 111.11 111 1111k ( mint v
( Ii ii %.1141 he 1%11.1 55,1114,1 .1114,111

MO

11111111,1.111lk

%SAS

if a 1/Cl%1111

1AW

11.1,W

tollit

Its

Ile

WIllt I

iii said that mile.% people Are
going through the pain of All IS in
cancer then they don’t teally know
just how 11111111 NW is ’Milked .41111

( A1111.1111, BOCCI, ( 11111.
"WC

doctors courage to tome

AIIIC11.1111CIII.

I,,
’c- 11111CI

1,,

SIlltly IiS 111C

NCVS’

stretching

from I lima Basin to

dr
Innate life the WAy he dui along the
waterfront and in the streets titi a
I. riday even ing.- said ( ’hat lone
Mailliard Swig. SAII I rats isco’s filet
of protocol. "You sec the beams, of
SAII I rats isco there."
San Franciscans dedicated Herb
Caen W.W. a 3 2 little promenade
go to

a

service.

But people can c

1

Ille

Priie-winnitig columnist on lune 14
I led, (. :AC11 I).,
lust le.! (
who wrote tour,Illt 1(0011
111 (10 years, hail It 1,11,1 Iii
111S
month that he was It itig ot 1,111,1 r.
A tanclIelight walk will

the

party
the Sat) Frainisci,
( !amuck, where ( ’aen spent most nI
his , mem dedicated its !tont page to
him. funning a photograph of the
,olumnist with his manual Is-tnt’555th’
lu loyal Royal. I 11,141C 111C DI:WT.114i , I ,IC 11.,
dccuh wit oolorwil by log 11.11114.4. And

I

,,,gc

think of

[Alitoss 010111 111C 0111 MAO

kind ttl ItIst

WIllt.ss
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I It’ll
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nal s memory
111Al I it- st III 10
le Season
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’,All I lAlit
.
l I ale’ I
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for ( AIll el
Itesearch,
"
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14.111( us k in,
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.3(.1)/( ’In till
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,1
hit, it ions

P.,

1

from

111.1iill1.111A

advocates winning "hands

offices

NORM,.

in

San

Franc isc

lie cautioned however that any
cannabis club needs to operate within
the law and lie involved with the surrounding

10111111l1111Iy.

He

said

the

club needs lo show that it is a legitimate

not a place where
hang out and get high.

011(1,1110114nd

people r an

MC111%111.11

"The

one

(cannabis

buyers club)

iii I Likland is cleanly run and doesn’t
even allow smoking on the premises

Of A City ordinance," he said.
"They have worked with city officials,
the police and even the names,"

bet :111W

chiwn."

Gieringer said it was good to see

Citeringer of the
National Orgarwat ion for the
Reim mat ion of Marijuana I AWS,
3X’hilr

Dale

%.1111 Ile 11.44111’1

heatil chat

was going 10 open South
!Say buyers club but he wasn’t surpi ’sect itch felt one Was needed in the
arc,

The

medical community fight hack
drug ( :tAr Barry McCaffrey.

Att.1111SI

"It’s good to see (..:zar McCaffrey
alienate the medical community with
threats 111.11 are corning back to haunt
him."

said

re(nort)

need for
clown
In%est 4111e is Ill
%Ald ( in:ringer speaking

" I IWO- IS

there sun
IAVW1f11.

A

Gieringer.

says what

all along. Ii

IS All

"This

(the

we’ve been saying
invaluable endorse-

ITIC111."

the

awl

121 Nooligate
Berkeley. ( :A.
94 ’20.
Fhose widong to honor ( JCIl AICO
donate a pint of hlood in Ins
name to the Irwin Memorial ItIn.,d
Hank at 2’ Masonic Ave or 264 Rush
St in Sari Francisco

( ;AR -RI said the San Francisco club
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helping
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both
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as financially but
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the
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I Irrli’s

limadway star
Joel Grey. ’’I (us ve:as the most persua
sive review. Ile c leads’ had the power.
but he was %MA rt. Ile had intelligent,
and a critical eye. People believed
him."
-11C was .1 real gent.- said barman
Slit had Mc( OM(
( ’411111C I /AIMS’ ( irogg said ( ’Jen
"didn’t pull his punches. [’here will
never be another like
And atm Robin Williams slim
pared Cam’s loss to a death in the
endorsement,

insists that
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